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Abstract: In this paper, we present the design and development of a collaborative knowledge-sharing platform with 

Blockchain based smart contracts (CodeBlockS) to help increase the trust and efficiency of how developers find the 

solution to their problems or try to learn new things. The popularity of Question-and-Answer websites such as 

StackOverflow, Ask, and Yahoo, as well as online course websites like as Udemy, is gradually expanding. Given this 

increased popularity, the quality and efficiency of user interaction must be improved such that users can try to connect 

with each other, ask questions about technical problems they are experiencing, or if they want to learn a topic in 

exchange for a fee and potentially collaborate on a project, or simply share their thoughts on a topic and improve their 

knowledge and network at the same time. Because these contracts will contain money, CodeBlockS has employed 

Ethereum Blockchain-based smart contracts to manage the data and money, as blockchain-based smart contracts are 

immutable and handle payments very securely. In general, social networking websites there are very few people sharing 

valuable knowledge and many people sharing worthless, time-consuming content that creates distraction. With the 

CodeBlockS system, developers find the solution to their problems or try to learn new things, and users can share their 

thoughts and learning on the platform. The platform also provides inbuilt smart contracts functionality using which two 

users can create a contract where one user will teach or solve doubt of the other user and receive fees towards service 

rendered. 
 

Index Terms: Blockchain, Collaborative Learning, Ethereum, Smart Contracts, Social networking, Question Answer 

System. 

 

 

1.  Introduction 

The software market is vast, and software engineers encounter numerous problems when developing various apps.  
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The popularity of Question-and-Answer websites like StackOverflow, Ask, and Yahoo is progressively growing. Given 

this rising popularity, the quality of user engagement must be improved. A user-interactive question-answering (QA) 

platform must be created, which will be a specific type of online community with a rewarding scheme for all users that 

answer questions. The system suggests and supports a Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) business model for exchanging 

and commercializing regular people's information. It can also be utilized as a motivator and a collaborative method to 

learning. Because of the business model, rapid and high-quality responses are swiftly amassed. A knowledge-sharing 

platform contextualizes the material so that users can comprehend and interact with it more easily. A knowledge-

sharing platform allows users to communicate, ask questions, provide feedback, and make simple modifications without 

leaving the software. These platforms integrate learning and knowledge processes in order to improve corporate 

learning. Through in-person meetings, discussions, faculty development activities, industry-institute collaborations, and 

other means, communication, idea sharing, and information transfer all contribute to knowledge advancement, but there 

are very few people generously share their expertise and lot of people use to share worth less time consuming content 

that creates distraction. Monetizing the people sharing good content may improve the quality of collaboration [1, 2, 3, 4, 

5].  

1.1 Doubts resolving in the existing platforms 

For solving doubts, the most widely used websites are Udemy, Coursera, Fiverr, StackOverflow and others. One 

can locate the ideal instructor on Udemy and Coursera. There are several themes, skill levels, and languages to choose. 

Join the millions of learners who have already started learning. However, one has to pay for a full skill irrespective of 

the interest in the entire course, so it will not help the seeker out if one just needs understanding on a certain topic. It is 

also same in the online marketplaces for freelance services include Fiverr (https://www.fiverr.com/). Users can use 

Fiverr to post and apply for small one-time jobs (gigs) online. The platform offers jobs ranging from “get a 

professionally designed business card” to “help with HTML, JavaScript, CSS, and jQuery”. Many developers hold one-

on-one sessions with customers and mentor them, but the problem presented is entirely up to the solver. The user is 

unable to discover what he seeks. Additionally, these platforms were not designed with this scenario in mind. Fig. 1 

shows People using Fiverr for pitching their skill. Existing Q&A sites like StackOverflow, there in addition, users ask 

their doubts but it is in the form of text and no one-to-one mentoring is possible [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. People using Fiverr for pitching up their skill 

1.2 Blockchian Technology 

In the above-mentioned platforms, the courses there are mostly very general, most of what they are teaching is 

already available free, and users even after paying do not get personalized experience. If someone is paying to learn a 

skill, they should get some personalization because everyone is learning method is different. One more thing to consider 

is that it is up to the course instructor what they will teach in that course, if users want to learn a small topics of the 

course then there is no benefit in paying for the whole course. Users are convenient to pay only for what they want to 

learn. Further, the trust on the trainer or doubt solver is important for any user to proceed further [11, 12]. The trust 

should be in terms of the safety to the payment made and the content delivered by the trainer. Tracking the trainer's 

commodities and providing transparent information are two of the most important aspects of collaborative learning, 

helping to lay the groundwork for ongoing collaboration and trusting trainer and student relationships. These tasks are 

made easier with a robustly secured system. Blockchain technology can be used to preserve a safe and shareable record 

of every collaboration in the learning platform. Blockchain has received a lot of attention in recent years because of four 

essential features that helps in providing its users with trust and integrity in a collaboration system [13, 14]. They are 1) 

Consensus: When numerous nodes are doing the same task, it might be difficult for the network to determine which 
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node has completed the task successfully. To ensure that the tasks are genuine, a common agreement between the nodes 

must be ensured. For example, in Bitcoin [15] this attribute is used by Blockchain to ensure that the transaction is 

genuine and that all nodes agree on it. 2) Provenance: All nodes verify each block in a Blockchain network, and all 

information about the block is available to the network before it is attached to it. 3) Immutability: Other network users 

are not permitted to delete, edit, or misrepresent their duties in the network, and only a new transaction addition is 

permitted once the prior information has been provided. 4) Finality: The copies of the shared ledger all have the same 

consistent record of truth update the records whenever the network changes. What works for the Bitcoin network is 

equally applicable to any other Blockchain network.  

On the other hand, smart contracts [16, 17, 18, 19] are essentially programs that are stored on Blockchian run when 

certain criteria are satisfied. They are often used to automate the implementation of an agreement so that all participants 

can be certain of the conclusion immediately, without the involvement of an intermediary or time loss. Implementing 

smart contracts in the Blockchain applications achieve transparency, autonomy; cost reduction, automatic updates, and 

improves the speed of application.  

1.3 Contributions of the paper 

There has not been much improvement in the current Q&A platforms that could incentivize answering the 

questions and improve the chances of getting solutions. There are many platforms for asking doubts and learning skills, 

but the main limitations of these platforms are that the doubt-solving platforms do not incentivize the user to answer 

other users' doubts, and when a user wants to learn a skill, there are many platforms that provide courses, but there is no 

option available for a user who only wants to learn a small part of the course to pay for that small part only instead of 

paying for the whole course, and the user can not have any customizations. Continuous collaboration depends on trust 

in an appropriate way. Historically, it came into observations that some users had distrust among them and this 

discourages them from sharing or relying over the data in a shared environment. In addition, many resource persons do 

not convey their expertise because of the unavailability of monetization policy. Further, learner may want to learn and 

get clarify selective topics or few technical issues. To solve these problems, this paper presents the design and 

development of Collaborative Knowledge Sharing Platform with Blockchain Smart Contract (CodeBlockS) using 

Ethereum as underlying blockchian, which is proved as a remedy in a shared, permission record of the ownership of the 

user in the network. This helps in increasing the efficiency, transparency and developed trust for any collaboration 

platform. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed CodeBlockS. The proposed model is a collaborative 

knowledge-sharing platform using Blockchain smart contracts that is specifically built for developers/programmers to 

share their thoughts and ask questions/doubts, receive relevant support from others, and aid each other in their 

professional journey. Users can upload their doubts, which will include the main title of the doubt, a description of the 

doubt, tags connected to the doubt that can be used to search these doubts later, and the price they are prepared to pay to 

have their doubt clarified. The user will be able to see a doubt feed where he will be able to see all of the doubts asked 

by other users on the platform. The user will be able to see the questions they have asked in order to simply manage 

their doubts. The user will be able to see the doubts to which he has contributed his idea and easily keep track of them. 

Furthermore, users can communicate with one another using the message module to learn how the other user can assist 

them and to conduct discussions. After they have both decided on everything, the doubter can create a contract by 

paying the agreed-upon fees. The addresses of both users, as well as the title of the dispute, will then be stored into the 

Blockchain. The charge is collected up front to verify that the person asking the question is serious and not wasting 

anyone's time. Following the conclusion of the doubt session the question asker may terminate the session with 

satisfactory consensus and the fee is immediately transferred to the account of the doubt solver. If the session does not 

take place for whatever reason, the fee will be refunded to the questioner. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of Blockchain framework in CodeBlockS 
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1.4 Research methodology 

Software development life cycle (SDLC) methodology is used to develop the CodeBlockS. SDLC consists of four 

major steps such as 1) Requirements analysis, 2) Software design, 3) Design implementation (or coding), and 4) Testing. 

With reference to the objectives and contributions stated in the above section, the requirements for development of 

CodeBlockS are analyzed. The requirements include the functional, smart contract, database, and web application 

requirements. The analyzed requirements are presented in the design to better understand the functionality of the 

proposed application. Using the design, development of application code such as smart contract code using Solidity 

programming language, Web application development using ReactJS, Ethereum blockchain and smart contract 

communication using web3js, and database tables design in MongoDB. As the final step of SDLC, testing of the 

developed smart contract is done by preparing the related test cases. Rest of the paper is organized as follows: After 

presenting the related work in Section 2, Section 3 presents the requirements analysis and design of CodeBlockS. 

Implementation details and testing of CodeBlockS is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with 

future scope.  

2.  Related Work 

Muhamed et al. [4] proposed a global educational activity credit network called EduCTX, which is supported by 

Blockchain technology. This platform is based on the idea of the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System 

(ECTS). It is a worldwide trusted, redistributed educational activity credit and grading system that can provide a 

globally unified perspective for students and higher education establishments (HEIs), as well as other prospective 

stakeholders such as corporations, establishments, and organizations. Authors have a tendency to gift an example 

implementation of the atmosphere, backed by the ASCII text file Ark Blockchain Platform, as a symbol of invention. 

EduCTX, which is supported by a globally distributed peer-to-peer network, may generate, maintain, and manage 

ECTX tokens, which represent credits earned by students for finished courses such as ECTS. The peers of the 

Blockchain network are HEIs. The platform could be a gateway to a wide range of clear and technologically advanced 

instructional activity systems. The EduCTX platform represents the idea of the EduCTX initiative that anticipates that 

varied HEIs would work so as to make a globally economical, simplified and omnipresent atmosphere so as to avoid 

language and body barriers. so Authors have a tendency to invite and encourage HEIs to affix the EduCTX initiative 

and therefore the EduCTX Blockchain network. Richa et al. [13] developed the Blockchain based system to creating 

programmes and strategies related to duties such as hiring, training, and pleasing employees is a delicate task that 

requires security. Blockchain technology is entering significant attention as a backbone technology in colorful sectors 

ranging from cryptocurrency to supply chain operation because of its silent features similar as decentralization, 

openness, translucency, and tamper evidence. The introduction of Blockchain into the being HR information system can 

address the being challenges encountered by the HR platoon. Smart contracts in the seeker selection process help to 

make the selection process more secure, and smart contracts in the payroll system help an association make easy sales, 

real-time payments, and outlaying hand hiring. The proposed structure is adaptable and does not have any specific 

tackle.  Shuai et al. [14] provided the operating mechanism and idea platforms of Blockchain-enabled sensible contracts, 

and then planned a pursue framework for sensible contracts based on a distinct six-layer design. Second, the 

technological and legal problems are highlighted, with more to come as the recent analysis develops. Third, authors 

frequently give many typical application scenarios. Authors frequently emphasized the long-term development 

tendencies of smart contracts near the end. This document is intended to provide relevant guidance and references for 

future analysis efforts. Hiroki et al. [15] proposed a novel mechanism for protecting a Blockchain used to contract 

administration, similar to digital rights management. This mechanism incorporates a completely new agreement 

methodology that employs a credibility score and generates a hybrid Blockchain by utilizing this new methodology and 

proof-of-stake alternatively. This makes it possible to prevent an attacker from monopolizing resources and to keep 

Blockchains secure. Urshila et al. [20] proposed a secure Blockchain based finance application to demonstrate that 

Blockchain has the potential to deliver a high-tech banking solution that can meet the major requirements of any 

banking environment, namely security, regulation, immutability, and the storing of the customer's transaction records. It 

can ensure that future operational costs of the entire banking system are reduced, as well as an increased level of 

openness, leading to increased client satisfaction and trust in the bank. The authors created a loan processing system 

based on Ethereum smart contracts that allows users to take out loans utilizing digital mortgages in a simple and secure 

manner. Nitin et al. [21] presented a method is to develop a smart contract for the country of origin certificate 

management system in Indian customs and worldwide usage, as well as to use IPFS (Inter Planetary File System) for 

exchanging multilateral agreement data on the Blockchain network. In addition, this enables the company to improve 

and reduces the time it takes to make a contract from weeks to months. There is no requirement for third-party 

verification, and there are no risks of changing committed transactions, making the certificate management system 

secure and resilient. Authors created a system that can check certificate ownership and determine whether a certificate is 

genuine or fake by leveraging the capabilities of Blockchain and Blockchain-based smart contracts. The Blockchain-

based issue of COO certificates will assist exporters and importers in ensuring secure and timely delivery of certificates 

while also preventing the siphoning of government funds through the production of fake COO certificates. Further, 
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Blockchian has been widely used for implementing security in applications such as Supply Chain Management [22], e-

commerce [23], and others. Blockchain technology offers the establishment of a decentralized atmosphere wherever 

transactions and information are not underneath the administration of any third party organization. All transactions are 

recorded in a highly public ledger in a very verifiable and permanent manner. In recent years, the rapid development of 

cryptocurrencies and their underlying Blockchain technology has resurrected Szabo's original concept of sensible 

contracts, i.e., computer protocols designed to automatically facilitate, verify, and enforce the negotiation and 

implementation of digital contracts with no central authority. Sensible contracts will see a broad range of potential 

application scenarios in the digital economy and intelligent industries, including financial services, management, 

healthcare, and the internet of Things, among others, and have even been integrated into thought Blockchain-based 

development platforms, such as Ethereum and Hyperledger [24]. However, smart contracts are still in their infancy, and 

important technical obstacles such as security and privacy issues require additional research. Authors seek to provide a 

scholarly and complete review of Blockchain-enabled sensible contracts in this work, with the goal of motivating future 

research into this emerging research area.  

In this way, the Blockchain is being used in many fields to provide privacy and security of transactions. It can be 

observed from the literature that Blockchain is a successful technology to achieve security in decentralized environment. 

Currently no site provides a solution to solve this problem. In this case, how will the user be able to contact a Mentor 

and pay him just for what he actually needs to learn? Therefore, the proposed method CodeBlockS attempts to solve 

these problems. The detailed description of development of CodeBlockS is presented in the next section. 

3.  Requirements Analysis and Design 

In this section, first the architecture of the proposed CodeBolockS is presented followed by the functional 

requirements and design of the modules in the system. CodeBlockS aims to create a collaborative knowledge sharing 

platform, specifically for developers looking for quality information and having their questions answered by other users 

on the network, making collaborative learning trustworthy, easier and more efficient. Fig. 3 shows the system use case 

and Fig. 4 shows the control flow of the CodeBlocksS. CodeBlockS has several modules that help users achieve these 

goals, such as the doubt module, which allows users to add their doubts, finds others' doubts, and search doubts using 

tags. Users will also be able to add their proposals on other people's doubts by requesting how they can assist in solving 

the problem and the fee for doing so. All payments will be processed using Ethereum smart contracts, which make 

payments secure and contracts tamper-proof. There is a doubt contract module, which will create a contract between the 

doubt asker and doubt solver, and put it on Blockchain, this module will handle the payments.  Before initiating a 

contract, both parties can communicate with each other to gain insight and understanding of the doubt solver, can 

negotiate the charging amount, share their perspectives, and eventually decide on contract commencement. Users can 

also communicate with one another via the message module to learn how the other user can assist them and to conduct 

discussions. The description of each module is as follows. 

3.1 Doubt proposal module 

This module is for paid questions to other users, and the Peer-to-Peer network topology employed in this module. 

It means, any user can express a doubt, and any user within the same group of users with that expertise can respond to 

that generated doubt. This is the module where users can add their doubts, access doubts asked by them or others, and 

search for doubts with a certain tag. Users must enter details such as the title or main question, a description of the 

doubt, tags, and the amount they are ready to pay to have the doubt resolved. The React Quill package is utilized to 

input the description because it allows users to share a link, add a piece of code, and use basic text editing capabilities 

such as different font sizes, bold, italic, underline, and so on. This makes the explanation more dynamic and allows the 

user to simply convey his question. The difference between the doubt and question module is that doubt is a paid 

module, i.e., it allows one to one mentoring such that users can save their time and can easily get answers to their 

doubts, even in a personal meeting. Features that can be availed by user in this module are 1) Add doubt, 2) Mentor 

doubt, 3) Initiate booking for doubt, 4) Confirm the booking and mentor, 5) Change amount, 6) Can mark doubt as 

solved, 7) Fetch all doubts, 8) Fetch doubts asked by user, 9) Fetch doubts one wish to mentor. To have these features 

this module need to be developed with the functional requirements such as  

 

 The user should be able to create contract 

 The user should be able to update contract 

 The user should be able to send money to contract 

 The user should be able to get money from the contract 

 The user should be able to refund the money 

 The user should be able to see their contracts 
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Fig. 3. Use case diagram of CodeBlockS 

3.2 Doubt contract module 

This is the module where the contract between the doubt asker and doubt solver is placed on the Blockchain, 

containing the details like the address of doubt asker, address of doubt solver, the topic of doubt, the amount they settled 

on and the status of contract, which indicates the contract is in progress or finished. This module will also handle all the 

payments. As Blockchain is used, the contract will be tamper proof and the payments will be secure. To make sure that 

the asker is genuinely interested in getting their doubt solved, CodeBlockS receives the payment upfront from the asker 

and putting it in the smart contract and once the doubt session is done, the contract will directly send the amount to the 

doubt solver’s wallet. There is also a functionality of refunding the payment to the doubt asker, because there could be 

the cases that the doubt session will not take place and thereby the payment is refunded to the doubt asker. In this way, 

smart contract function will refund the money to the doubt asker and finish the contract. The user will be able to see the 

contracts that have been finished and those that are ongoing. For this, this module to be developed with the functional 

requirements such as  

 

 The user should be able to add doubt 

 The user should be able to delete doubt 

 The user should be able to edit doubt 

 The user should be able to find doubt tag wise 

 The user should be able to see all doubts 

 The user should be able to add proposal to doubts 

 The user should be able to edit own proposal 

 The user should be able to delete own proposal 
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Fig. 4. Control flow of proposed modules in CodeBlockS 

3.3 Message module 

This module helps a doubt solver and asker to communicate regarding the doubt, amount and help each other get 

the best insight of other candidates. The chat box will be used to give trials before the smart contract will be made 

between the doubt solver and the user having doubt so that the user can ensure the solver will be able to clear the doubt. 

For this, the module is to be developed with the following functional requirements 

 

 The user should be able to send a message regarding doubt to that user. 

 The user should be able to get all messages. 

 The user should be able to delete own messages. 

4.  Implementation and Testing  

This section presents the technology implementation details followed by the testing of smart contract and proposed 

modules.  

4.1  Implementation details 

Several APIs (Application Programmer Interfaces) have been developed in each module. The APIs developed for 

the backend of doubt module is as follows.  

 

 API for adding new doubts, which works only if the user has logged in. 

 API for listing doubt by id, which works only if the user is logged in. 

 API for listing all of the listed doubts, except the ones listed by the user himself. 

 API for listing doubts through filtering by tags. One can enter one or more number of tags. 

 API for fetching doubts raised the user himself. 

 API for mentoring a doubt, user can mentor any of the doubt and can raise his proposal for that doubt. 

 API for fetching all those doubts for which the user has raised his proposal. 

 API for initiating the booking for a doubt with a mentor by the user who has raised the doubt. 

 API for confirming the booking raised by the user by the mentor. 

 API for marking the doubt as solved by the user. 

 API for returning all of the doubt ids of the user, where the status of doubt is in Progress. 

 

Table 1 shows the broader description of all actions in the doubt API performed by the users who could be either 

doubt Solver, or doubt asker.  Table 2 shows the database design for doubt, booking, and message models used in 

MongoDb database. Table 3 shows the broader description of functions and actions of Session API. Table 4 shows the 

broader description of features and action performed by users using Message API. 
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Table 1. Description of the actions implemented in doubt API 

Sno Action Route Body 

1 Create a new doubt {{url}}/mentor/doubt title 

description 

tags 
raisedAmount 

2 Fetch a given doubt  

{{url}}/mentor/doubt/{{doubt_id}} 

 

 

3 Get all doubts listed other than 

yours 

 

{{url}}/mentor/ 

 

 

4 Get all doubts by tags {{url}}/mentor/filter/aws,c++  

5 Get all doubts raised by self {{url}}/mentor/own/  

6 Mentor a raised doubt, add your 

proposal to it 

{{url}}/mentor/doubt/{{doubt_id}} amount 

description 

mentor_address 

7 Get all doubts to which one have 

added a proposal 

{{url}}/mentor/final/  

8 User initiates a booking {{url}}/book/initiate/{{doubt_id}}/mentor/{{mentor

_id}} 

user_address 

9 Mentor accept the booking {{url}}/book/confirm/{{booking_id}}  

10 Create a new doubt {{url}}/mentor/doubt title 

description 

tags 
raisedAmount 

11 Fetch a given doubt  

{{url}}/mentor/doubt/{{doubt_id}} 
 

 

Table 2. Schema of database tables used for doubt proposal module 

Double schema Booking Schema Message schema 

User :{ type: ObjectId}, 

Title :{ type: String, required: true}, 

Description :{ type: String, required: 

true, minlength: 20}, 
Tags :{ type: [String]}, 

Media :{ type: String}, 

Date: {type: Date}, 
RaisedAmount: { type: Number,  

required: true  }, 

Status :{ type: String} 

doubtId: {type: ObjectId }, 

userId: { type: ObjectId}, 

mentorId: {type: ObjectId}, 

description: { type: String,  minlength: 20, 
maxlength: 100, }, 

date: {type: Date}, 

meetLink: { type: String}, 
amount: { type: Number }, 

status: { type: String }, 

userMetamaskAddress: { type: String }, 
mentorMetamaskAddress: { type: String } 

fromID: { type: String, required: true}, 

content: [{messenger: String,  message: 

String, }] 

 

There are several Issues were in deciding how to map mentors to doubts along with their transaction details in an 

effective way. Finding out the design of models was a challenging task. To this end, all these scenarios are designed by 

considering edge case conditions like for updating amount after giving a proposal to check that mentor is able to update 

the amount until and unless the booking has not been confirmed between the mentor and the user and is in Pending state. 

While allowing the mentor to change Metamask address and amount we do check if the booking user wishes to update 

is the owner or not. APIs for backend of the message module are as follows: 

 

 API for sending messages. 

 API for receiving messages. 

 API for deleting an entire message history. 

Table 3. Functions of session API 

Function Use Case input 

createSession() Put the data of the contract on the Blockchain 

and accept the fee amount. 

uint amount, 

address payable doubtSolver, address payable 
doubtAsker, string topic, string id 

getSessionData() Retrieve the contract data from Blockchain 

for specific id. 

string id 

endSession() Send the fee to the doubt Solver and mark the 
session is completed. 

string id 

refund() Refund the fee amount to the doubt Asker and 

mark the session as completed. 

string id 
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Table 4. Functions of Message API 

Action Route Body 

Get Message {{url}}/get-messages/:userid/  

Send Message {{url}}/send-message/:to from 

Delete Message {{url}}/delete-messages/:id  

 

 

Fig. 5. Flow graph of the doubt contract 

Model of messages includes fromID and content, which contains an array of messenger and message. It is like a 

one-on-one chat application where a message is stored in both sender and receiver messages. When Sending Message 

special emphasis has been on using Promises so that message is added in both sender and receiver simultaneously. 

While getting Messages, API is called with userID to retrieve all messages. When a user deletes a message, it is deleted 

only from his messages history and not from the receiver's history. Fig. 5 presents the flow of the doubt smart contract. 

A user can enter into chat box to negotiate with the doubt solver. If the negotiation is successful then the doubt asker 

initiates the contract and the fee will be deducted from asker account. Then the doubt asker and solver enter in to doubt 

classification session to discuss the topic. Once the discussion completed and the satisfactory consensus received from 

the doubt asker and the fee will be credited to the solver account.  

4.2 Content delivery  

Several front-end technologies have been used to implement the user interface of CodeBlockS. Brief description of 

the front-end technologies followed by their implementation in the system is as follows.  

 

 React Js: React is a free and open-source front-end JavaScript library, which helps in building user interfaces 

based on UI components. Meta and a community of individual developers and companies maintain it. React is 

used to create dynamic and interactive web pages along with Redux for State management. Multiple 

components are created to handle different functionalities of the project like a Spinner that will be displayed 

during loading of content. A PrivateRoute component is created that handles the authentication on every page 

like even after the user login. CodeBlockS have an alert component that will alert the user if their action is 

completed like if the question they asked is added, if the answer they wrote is added or if we find the similar 

questions users have searched for, etc. CodeBlockS have used multiple react hooks like useState, useEffect. 

UseState is a hook that lets you add React state to function components. useEffect() tells React that a 

component needs to do something after render. A Link component of ‘react-router-dom’ which is used to 

create links in the application like navigating from one page to another. The useHistory component of ‘react-

router’ is used to redirect to other pages. 

 Axios: Axios is a JavaScript library, which is used to make HTTP requests from node.js or XML Http 

Requests from the browser, and it supports the Promise API that is native to JS ES6. We have used this 

module to fetch data from APIs created and send data from user to APIs. 
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 Redux: Redux is an open-source JavaScript library for managing and centralizing application state. It is 

commonly used with front-end libraries such as React or Angular for building user interfaces. We have used 

redux in state management where we use different reducers for modules like answer, question, alert, etc. that 

will handle what will be shown on the frontend without fetching from backend again and again.  

 Bootstrap: Bootstrap is a free and open-source CSS framework; it is directed at responsive and mobile-first 

front-end web development. It has CSS- and JavaScript-based design templates for different interface 

components like font, tables, forms, etc. We have used bootstrap to do the styling of the web pages and make 

the website more appealing. We have used components like containers, buttons, badges and grid components, 

grid component is the most used component. The row and column are useful as they give great control over 

the page. 

 React-Icons: It includes popular icons in the React projects easily with react-icons, this utilizes ES6 imports 

that allows users to include only the icons that your project is using. We have used react-icons to import high 

quality vector icons to make the website more appealing. We have icons for GitHub, LinkedIn, twitter, like, 

comment, expand, profile, etc. 

 Web3.js: Web3.js is a collection of libraries which allow users to interact with a local or remote ethereum 

node, it uses a HTTP or IPC connection to do so. The web3 JavaScript library allows interaction with the 

Ethereum blockchain. It has multiple functionalities like it can retrieve user accounts, send transactions, 

interact with smart contracts, and much more. We have used web3 to interact with the contract on Ethereum 

blockchain from frontend, like retrieving the data from the blockchain and putting the data on the blockchain. 

The abi was taken from a local machine used with web3 to call different methods from the smart contract and 

send transactions to the user. 

 

The following technologies have been used for smart contract implementation. 

 

 Solidity: Solidity is an object-oriented programming language created specifically for constructing and 

designing smart contracts on Blockchain platforms by the Ethereum Network team. It is used to code the 

doubt smart contract, which handles the data of the contract between the doubt asker and the doubt solver. 

Moreover, the contract handles all the payments. 

 Truffle: Truffle is a development environment, which uses the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) as a basis. 

The slogan of Truffle is” Smart Contracts Made Sweeter”, which indicates that the environment specializes in 

smart contract development. This environment has a number of great functionalities that help dApp developers 

tremendously. It is used for compiling the contract, migrating the contract on the blockchain and for testing 

purposes. 

 Ganache: Ganache allows users to set up their own local Ethereum blockchain that they can use to deploy and 

test their smart contracts/dApps before launching them on an authentic chain. Ganache also enables developers 

to avoid paying unnecessary gas fees during the development process. It is used as a local Ethereum 

blockchain, for deploying and testing the smart contract. 

 Chai assertion library: Chai assertion library is a JavaScript library, which is used to write assertions. 

Compared to what we write directly in JavaScript, chai assertion library requires less time & effort and is easy 

to use. It is used to test different functionalities of the smart contract, like if the contract made has correct 

details; the payment is getting in and out of the contract. 

 Metamask: MetaMask is a software cryptocurrency wallet, which is used to interact with different blockchains. 

It allows users to access their Ethereum wallet using a browser extension or mobile app, which can then be 

used to interact with different decentralized applications. We used it to do transactions with the smart contract. 

4.3 Testing details 

Software testing is a very important phase of the software development life cycle as it verifies and validates the 

system under test. Various test cases developed and implemented for testing the CodeBlockS is as follows 

A. Doubt module 

The following conditions are tested while testing the Doubt Model. 

 

 Authorized users can only add doubts. 

 Doubts must have title, description and amount. 

 Authorized users can only mentor doubts. 

 Authorized users i.e. mentors can update the proposal only if the doubt is in pending state until a booking is 

confirmed.  

 Only the user who created the doubt can mask it as solved. 

 Fetching many doubts together, checking load balancing for it. 
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B. Smart contract module 

Following conditions are tested while testing the smart contract using chai and truffle.  

 

 The smart contract must have a valid address. 

 The smart contract must have a name. 

 The addresses of asker or solver cannot be null. 

 The amount cannot be less than or equal to 0. 

 The title cannot be empty. 

 The data on blockchain must be consistent. 

 The fee is handled correctly without getting lost during transactions. 

 

The following are the test cases designed to test smart contract deployment and session management. Fig. shows 

the successful passing of all the test cases related to smart contract.  

 Deployment 

o deploy successfully 

 Contract address is not equal to ‘0x0’. 

 Contract address is not equal to ‘’. 

 Contract address is not null. 

 Contract address is not undefined. 

o has a name 

 The name variable in contract is equal to “Doubt Session Contract”. 

 Session 

o Session contract created and fee received successfully 

 The id from the emitted event after the session created is equal to id sent to contract. 

 The address of doubt solver from the emitted event after the session created is equal to 

address of doubt solver sent to contract. 

 The address of doubt asker from the emitted event after the session created is equal to 

address of doubt asker sent to contract. 

 The topic from the emitted event after the session created is equal to the topic sent to contract. 

 The isCompleted variable from the emitted event after the session created is equal to false 

sent to contract. 

 The id from the emitted event after the session created is not equal to ‘’. 

 The topic from the emitted event after the session created is equal to ‘’. 

 The new balance of doubt asker is equal to the amount before contract initiation - the amount 

mentioned in contract. 

o Session is completed and fee transferred successfully 

 The id from the emitted event after the session created is equal to id sent to contract. 

 The address of doubt solver from the emitted event after the session created is equal to 

address of doubt solver sent to contract. 

 The address of doubt asker from the emitted event after the session created is equal to 

address of doubt asker sent to contract. 

 The topic from the emitted event after the session created is equal to the topic sent to contract. 

 The isCompleted variable from the emitted event after the session created is equal to true 

sent to contract. 

 The new balance of doubt solver is equal to the amount before contract initiation + the 

amount mentioned in contract. 

C. Message module 

Following conditions are tested while testing the message module 

 

 Authorized users can only send messages and view their own messages. 

 Messages cannot be empty. 

 Database of sender and receiver gets updated simultaneously and has been made sure that either both gets 

updated or neither of them. 
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Fig. 6. Passing of test cases related to Smart contract 

4.4 Final application 

This section presents the user interface snapshots of the working of CodeBlockS. Fig. 7 shows the Login page, 

where users will enter their credentials for authentication. Fig. 8 shows the Profile page, where users will be able to 

access their information and can also update their information they want to display. Fig. 9 shows the state of different 

accounts after deployment and testing of smart contracts. Fig. 10 shows the Metamask account, where users can see the 

balance of Ethereum in their account and the public address. They can also check if the site is connected to the account 

or not. Fig. 11 shows different interactions took place while manually testing the platform functions. We can see that 

the user tried to refund the amount and it was successful and we can see that the user sent 0.1 eth to the contract. Fig. 12 

shows the Add Doubt page, where users can add the title, description, tags and amount they are willing to pay. Fig. 13 

shows the Doubts Feed, where users can see other user’s doubts. Users can send messages to the doubt asker and can 

see detailed information about the doubt by clicking the “Open” button. Fig. 14 shows the message modal, where user 

can add the message they want to send to doubt solver. Fig. 15 shows the MyDoubts page, where the user can see the 

doubts asked by them.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Login Page 
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Fig. 8. User profile edit page in CodeBlockS 

 

Fig. 9. Ganache Local Ethereum Blockchain 

 

Fig. 10. Metamask wallet showing balance 
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Fig. 11. Metamask wallet showing contract interactions 

 

Fig. 12. Add Doubt 

 

Fig. 13. Doubt Feed 
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Fig. 14. Send Message 

 

Fig. 15. Doubts asked by user 

 

Fig. 16. Doubt Asker initiating the contract 
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Fig. 17. Doubt Item (from doubt asker’s view) 

 

Fig. 18. Doubt Item (from doubt solver’s view) 

 

Fig. 19. Searching Doubts using tags 
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Fig. 20. Contracts page (data fetched from Blockchain) 

 

Fig. 21. Chat messages page 

Fig. 16 shows the transaction request from the contract. After accepting the request, the amount will be sent to the 

smart contract and the data will be placed on Blockchain. Fig. 17 shows the Doubts page, where the user can see the 

details of doubts and the proposals by other users. We can see the option to “create contract” and “send message” to the 

doubt solver, the doubt asker can only see these options. Fig. 18 shows the Doubts page, where the user can see the 

details of doubts and the proposals by other users. Here we can see the option to update, which will allow user to 

change the amount or the description of their proposal. Fig. 19 shows the Search Doubt page, where users can enter a 

tag and get the doubts related with that tag. Fig. 20 shows the Contracts page, where users can see all the contracts they 

are part of. They can also either end the contract after the successful doubt session or can refund the money. These 

options will available to user’s according to their role in the contract i.e., doubt solver or doubt asker. Fig. 21 shows the 

Messages page, where users can see all the conversations with other users. Users can know about each other and can 

negotiate the amount of the contract here. The final application experimented by installing in Local Area Network of 

out University and around 30 final year graduate students are asked to use it for collaboration to clear doubts. It was 

found that the users were satisfied with the system towards ease of use. Readers may obtain the source code, installation 

and setup guide by sending email to the corresponding author for extending the work.  

5.  Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented the design and development of a collaborative knowledge-sharing platform with 

blockchain-based smart contracts (CodeBlockS) to help increase the trust and efficiency of how developers find 

solutions to their problems or try to learn new things. This application allows users to get their doubts cleared at 

reasonable fees and only pay for the skill or module they want to learn, this also incentivizes the expert and sincere 

mentor for solving other users' doubts via cryptocurrency. In addition, learners can learn the selected topics or clear 

their doubts in a trusted way, as the fee will be transferred to the smart contract before the sessions and will only be 

transferred to the account for the doubt after the commencement of the session. As future work, we will attempt to 

design and develop a specialized consensus protocol based on game theory and trust management to make the contract 
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fraud proof. Further, we attempt to extend the chat application to link up with various other social media platforms, 

such as WhatsApp, to provide notifications whenever a user receives a message from a mentor or other users. 
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